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Clothing has always had 
boundaries and restrictions 
imposed by the society, but we 
must remember that dressing up is 
a personal choice. There is no right 
or wrong way to clothing. And 
Gender-Neutral fashion is all about 
pushing the boundaries with fluid 
styles that moves flexibly between 
all the genders. A phase that is 
blurring the lines, open to 
interpretation and becoming your 
most confident self. Gender-fluid 
fashion is undefined, a state of 
mind and up for grabs for anyone 
and everyone. Any given outfit 
completely disregards the 
relationship between pants and 
men, skirts and women. In fact, any 
outfit can be gender-fluid if the 
wearer so desires. Sadly, we are 
still fighting homophobia and 
misogyny which prevents men 
from experimenting. But since we 
know that it is possible to reject 
the binary gender identification 
paradigm why don't we embrace 
what we and our communities wish 
to wear without shame?

It's playtime
Time to dress up, party hard, listen to the music, watch movies 
and just live in the moment.
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Unconcerned with boundaries Be Bold, Be You!
Find your comfort zone in fashion and discover
gender-free styles from TheRealB

Fashion has been divided into two for far too long. 
Though today Gender-neutral fashion is gaining traction, 
boosting awareness and upending long-held 
conventions. It's all about fluidity, freedom, and footwear. 
Let's take a look at our curated collection of genderless 
shoes we think you're going to love!

Alexander Mcqueen
Upper and Ru Boots

Puma
Mayze Sneakers

Burberry
Salmond Sneakers

Toga Virilis
Fringed Ankle Boots

Ganni
Rubber Sandals



“Its 2021, do we still care about gender 
rules? There are clothes for men and 
women but once you remove these 
barriers, you create an arena to play. 
Clothing is an essential aspect of 
self-image and fluidity of gender in 
fashion is nothing new anymore. The 
ideal future is genderless, raceless, 
nationless and boundless. And I think it is 
time to start expressing precisely the way 

you feel.”

BINAL PATEL,
founder of


